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It is required that you read this legal disclaimer section carefully. If you have any doubts, get advice from

legal, financial, taxation, or other competent law practitioners. All of the information provided here is not

intended to be complete, and it should never be construed as a part of different contractual

arrangements.

It is our firm conviction that the information provided in this white paper is accurate and up to date and

that all products, services, technical architecture, token distribution, and company timelines are accurate

and up to date. Furthermore, all of these materials may have changed without notice, and they can never

be considered a signatory agreement of advice.

No Advice: 

This white paper does not obligate anybody to sign a contract or make a legally enforceable commitment

to contribute. This white paper also does not constitute any form or part of any opinion that can be

construed as advice, or that can be used to sell or solicit any offer by Trillions to purchase our token, nor

shall it be construed as a part of any effect that can be used in the formation of a contract or an

investment decision. 

Compliance with tax obligations:

Users of the Website are entirely responsible for determining what, if any, taxes, if any, apply to their

transactions. The Website's owners or authors are not responsible for determining which taxes apply to

transactions.

Limitation of liability

RULE shall not be held liable for any loss or harm resulting from the use of this website's material,

including written material, links to third-party sites, data, quotations, charts, and buy/sell signals. Please be

fully informed about the dangers and expenses of trading assets on the financial markets (digital or

otherwise). ICOs, in particular, is one of the riskiest investing options. There's a chance you'll lose your

whole investment.

Investment risks

Trading cryptocurrencies have a high level of risk and is not suited for all investors. You should carefully

evaluate your investing goals, level of expertise, and risk appetite before opting to trade

cryptocurrencies, tokens, or any other digital asset.
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This white paper provides a clear overview of a decentralised BEP-20-based cryptocurrency. As we all

know, the rise of digital currency has allowed a new economy to thrive alongside the old traditional

money connected to centralised institutions. Unfortunately, many investors keep their digital money

without making a return, especially during a down market.

FINANCIO is a cryptocurrency and reward-based marketplace powered by decentralised smart contracts.

FINANCIO will promote a financial revolution by utilising blockchain technology, which will leave

everyone more financially and socially engaged, empowered, and able to gain maximum rewards by

engaging in numerous ways.

FINANCIO's mission is to provide security, transparency, large cash deposit and withdrawal limitations,

and improved chances. In a nutshell, FINANCIO is a solution-based ecosystem in a single package.

ABSTRACT
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Introduction

FINANCIO is a large-scale initiative dedicated to supporting economies where technology is not

commonplace or technical backwardness restricts development. FINANCIO is based on the Binance

Smart Chain. Our consumers should be aware that the Binance Smart Chain (BEP-20) is a blockchain

network built to execute smart contract-based applications, which is where the FINANCIO Coin will run.

BEP works in coordination with Binance's indigenous Binance Chain (BC), allowing users to benefit from

the best of both worlds: BC's massive transaction throughput and BEP's smart contract capability.

BEP combines delegated PoS with proof-of-authority (PoA) to achieve network consensus and preserve

blockchain security. PoA is well-known for its ability to prevent 51% of assaults and tolerating Byzantine

attacks.

Validators are chosen to take turns verifying network transactions, and they are charged with creating

blocks in a PoA manner that considers their stake and reputation in the network. To become a validator, a

user must stake BNB.

FINANCIO assists the users to earn a reward in cryptocurrencies in the form of Staking, farming, or crypto

exchange. In addition, FINANCIO also enables people to earn through liquidity, IFO, Lotteries, and

Collectables. 
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MISSION

FINANCIO aims at providing a new token to the users by allowing learning to make new, bold, and

profiting decisions. This white paper is here to help them in their important financial decision. FINANCIO

has a mission to facilitate its consumers and users through creating Defi solutions. These solutions will

help people make good earnings and get rewards in cryptocurrency. Furthermore, FINANCIO promotes

worthy users through Staking, farming, crypto exchange through liquidity, IFO, Lotteries, and Collectibles.

FINANCIO will also provide some other possible crypto lending options and token-burning processes to

the people.
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VISION

We want cryptocurrencies to be a part of everyone's portfolio. We foresee a society in which wealth-

building techniques that were previously exclusively available to the wealthy are made open to everyone,

restoring people's control over our financial institutions.

By keeping the Lift token for a long time, FINANCIO will establish a new ecosystem to bring more people

into digital assets, allowing them to generate a passive income through redistribution/reflection while

retaining their privacy, security, authority, and autonomy. Furthermore, with the Lift currency digital asset,

we want to establish an economy based on good monetary laws and a robust and solid decentralised

basis.
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Ecosystem

FINANCIO is a unique coin that may be acquired through various cryptocurrency rewards. FINANCIO is a

contemporary cryptocurrency that means extensive participation to get. FINANCIO has a worldwide

ecosystem of people and ideas that offers the required velocity, speed, and direction, to assist the world's

best innovators in bringing the future of Lotteries, Staking, Farming, and Crypto Exchange to perfection.
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Defi Solutions

DeFi (Decentralized Finance) is a method of providing consumers with financial services using smart

contracts. Binance DeFi Staking participates in specific DeFi products on behalf of consumers, acquires

and distributes realised revenues, and enables users to engage in DeFi goods with a single click.

DeFi solutions provide customers with basic financial services at a low cost. It is all-encompassing in

nature, with a suite of cutting-edge technical capabilities that are customizable, immutable, transparent,

and scalable.

The conventional financial system is currently confronted with several difficulties, including too many

intermediaries, a lack of accountability, insufficient liquidity, the strong influence of external variables, and

inequality. But through Decentralised Financing Provided by FINANCIO are the modern systems that

provide different solutions.
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Defi Solutions

DeFi Yield Farming Development

FINANCIO entails consumers committing their existing crypto

assets in exchange for higher returns over a set length of time

through it. In addition, liquidity providers will get a portion of

trading fees based on their contribution to the entire liquidity

pool. As a result, cryptocurrencies may be easily exchanged

using FINANCIO in a regulated market.

DeFi Lending Platform Development

It guarantees that credit is disbursed to qualified borrowers as

soon as possible in coordination with FINANCIO. It removes the

need for mediators, allowing the borrower and lender to

negotiate the terms and conditions of the loan arrangement

directly. For example, borrowers might put up collateral to

protect themselves if they fail to return the loan on time to the

lenders. Lenders receive monthly revenue from borrowers in

the form of interest payments.

DeFi Staking Platform Development

Users' crypto assets will be staked on the exchange platform of

FINANCIO. Thus, it is an excellent source of passive income for

investors. The incentives given to users are determined by

some criteria, including the network issuance rate, the current

inflation rate, the total quantity of staked assets on the platform,

and the duration of Staking.

DeFi Token Development

DeFi tokens have a monetary value associated with them. They

are produced on a blockchain network using FINANCIO that is

also decentralised. 

DeFi Lottery System Development

Participants may make a lot of money by investing their money

in FINANCIO and earning interest regularly. No single person

will have complete control over the whole quantity of pooled

capital, ensuring complete decentralisation.
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FINANCIO Staking

FINANCIO uses the Binance platform, which is

sustainable and environmentally friendly and

uses a proof-of-stake algorithm. Binance is not

only the largest cryptocurrency exchange by

trading volume, but it also provides excellent

staking services. By utilising excellent security

mechanisms and offering a Secure Asset Fund

for Users, Binance staking guarantees

protected users' money (SAFU). At the time of

writing, our staking technique is undoubtedly

one of the safest and most environmentally

friendly ways to make passive income with

cryptocurrencies. The platform uses a secure

wallet and a double-checking mechanism to

hold all staked tokens.

FINANCIO is fast becoming a method of

generating passive income by just keeping or

locking assets in a wallet as more individuals,

especially institutional investors, recognise the

lucrativeness of the crypto market
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FINANCIO staking systems are beneficial for

allowing investors, including those without a

technical understanding of cryptocurrencies, to

stake proof of stake (PoS) tokens and collect

rewards because staking cryptocurrencies

demands specific technological crypto know-

how and compliance standards.

The staking network lends you the skills and

knowledge required and authenticates stakes

on your behalf for a small fraction of your

staking rewards, allowing you to earn huge

returns. Staking platforms that would enable

investors to receive staking rewards have

popped up in reaction to the fast rise of crypto

staking. So if you want to make a passive

income through Staking, here is the place to

be.

FINANCIO
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Staking is useful in cryptocurrencies since it produces incentives and passive revenue by keeping the

coin on any exchange. In a decentralised environment, holding a currency and staking the pool is the

most straightforward approach. However, while staking, there is a lot more energy consumption and

more danger than crypto mining. FINANCIO is available to assist you.

Staking coin using FINANCIO has a few tangible advantages:

Benefits of Staking

The most pressing issue in
today's world is security and
privacy, and anime cash
provides a quick and secure
portal guaranteed by the Anime
contract, putting him ahead of
the competition. In addition,
anime Contract provides
customers with a highly secure
and fast platform for staking
cryptocurrency

HIGHLY SECURED WITH

THE HELP OF ANIME

CONTRACT

SCALABIL ITY

MORE COST-EFFECTIVE

Crypto staking, unlike proof
of work, does not require
any special equipment or
technology. Proof that
stakes operate without the
need for any special
equipment. The only
criterion is that holders of
the currency retain it for
some time on any
exchange.

NO HARDWARE IS

REQUIRED

Proof of stake
blockchains are more
environmentally
friendly since they
require less electricity.
As a result, they have
a smaller carbon
footprint and little to
no environmental
impact.

ECO-FRIENDLIER

Stakeholders are
rewarded for managing
and controlling their
digital assets. The
incentive for Staking is
passive income for the
recipient.

PASSIVE INCOME

Scalability is a term that is frequently
used in the Blockchain industry. It
refers to the capacity of a computer
process to be employed or created in
various ways. Proof of stake methods
enables better scalability, as seen by
Anime Cash's larger transaction
outputs and reduced costs.

Proof of stake blockchains are usually
low-cost and low-energy systems that
don't require special or expensive
hardware. PoS is more cost-effective
and environmentally friendly than
proof-of-work chains. As a result, by
utilising anime currency, stakers may
make more passive money.
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Those that distribute liquidity receive LP tokens as well. Clients typically pay their balance on DEX, which

is then distributed to liquidity providers. This is determined by the quantity or percentage of the pool that

they have. As a result, LP may experience a temporary cash shortage. They are also not allowed to keep

their money or tokens.

FINANCIO  assures that token owners' acquisitions are immediately taken and reserved for liquidity. The

initial goal is to keep shareholders fully informed about the achievement by avoiding Whale dips.

It is self-contained, and we have a goal that serves as a dual-purpose establishment for the owners. First,

the contractors collect tokens from individuals who sell them and deposit them in the Lp after determining

a steady price.

Second, this functions as a fluctuating barrier to assure the owners that the price stays stable. The cost

stability mimics the process, with the extra benefit of a contingent cost platform for the owners. The main

goal is to avoid hyper-drops in token prices when Whale plans to sell off their tokens later in this ground,

preventing the price from tempering.
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Cryptocurrency holders may earn incentives and rewards through this farming method. For example,

those that invest in this process earn a return on their investment in transaction and trading fees. In

addition, some users are also compensated for their contributions to governance tokens.

FARMING
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Instead of the traditional order books used in centralised exchanges, a decentralised exchange employs

liquidity pools to allow users to trade digital assets. FINANCIO is decentralised token that aims at

providing comforts to the users through its quality exchange. FINANCIO enables its users to use the

exchange by connecting a wallet, choosing a token, and swap with one click.

EXCHANGE
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Transparency & immutability

With FINANCIO, an audit trail is present to trace where the coins came from each time exchange of coins

is recorded on the BINANCE blockchain. This may assist not only enhance security and fraud prevention

in exchange-related enterprises but it can also help verify the validity of exchanged assets.

Lower Fees

Fees for FINANCIO transactions are significantly lower than those for debit and credit cards, as well as

wire transfers and BACS payments.

Transaction traceability

As each new transaction is encrypted and connected to the preceding transaction, FINANCIO is

considerably more secure than conventional record-keeping systems.

FINANCIO is made up of a complex string of mathematical numbers that cannot be changed. Because

FINANCIO is immutable and incorruptible, it is immune to false information and hackers once established. 

Ease to  use

The reason FINANCIO has any value is because it is simple to use. All you need is a smart smartphone

and an internet connection to become your own payment and money transfer system.

WHY FINANCIO TOKEN?

LOWER FEETRANSACTION
TRACEABILITY

TRANSPARENCY 
&

IMMUTABILITY

 
EASE TO USE
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WHY FINANCIO TOKEN?

Open for global participants

FINANCIO simplifies the transaction and connects them with a larger audience. Another advantage of using FINANCIO is that it

is entirely decentralised, allowing for cross-border trade. The use of technology will create a financial revolution in which

everyone will be more financially connected, empowered, and enabled. Because FINANCIO has no borders, they can be

utilised anywhere in the world. This has a significant impact on international payment fees. International transfers have

traditionally had significantly higher costs than domestic transfers and payments. International payments and transfers using

cryptocurrency are the same as domestic payments and transfers.

Free from corporate and government interference
As there are no intermediate institutions or government involvement in FINANCIO transactions, transaction costs are minimal.

Furthermore, any transfer occurs extremely fast, removing the inconvenient procedures for authorisation and waiting periods.

The efficiency of payment transactions 

Fees and exchange charges are generally associated with standard transfers and overseas purchases. Because there are no

intermediate institutions or government involvement in FINANCIO transactions, transaction costs are minimal. Furthermore, any

transfer occurs extremely fast, removing the inconvenient nature of normal authorization processes and wait periods.

Increased liquidity for investors

Because they are traded, FINANCIO has a high level of liquidity. High liquidity is important for fair asset pricing, market stability,

technical analysis accuracy, and faster transactions.

BINANCE
COMPLIANCE

FREE FROM ANY
 PRESSURE 

OPEN FOR GLOBAL
ACCEPTANCE

INCREASED
 LIQUIDITY

 FOR INVESTORS

EFFICIENCY OF 
TRANSACTION
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TOKENS DETAILS
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Tokens Name---------------------------------------------FINANCIO TOKEN
 

Symbol-----------------------------------------------------------------------------FIN
 

Total Supply----------------------------------------------------20,000,000 FIN
 

Final public sale stage---------------------------------------4,000,000 FIN
 

Cost------------------------------------------------------------0.08$/1 FIN token
 

Public sale stage-1---------------------------------------------4,000,000 FIN 
 

Cost Stage-1------------------------------------------------0.04$/1 FIN token 
 

Public sale stage-2---------------------------------------------4,000,000 FIN 
 

Cost------------------------------------------------------------0.06$/1 FIN token
 

Blockchain-------------------------------Binance Smart Chain (BEP-20)
 

ICO Softcap---------------------------------------------------------150,000 USD
 

ICO Hardcap--------------------------------------------------------600,000 USD
 
 
 
 FINANCIO
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Token Distribution

60% ICO Public
Sale

20% Exchange
 Listing

5%
Development
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Teams 1.25%
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ROADMAP
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Project founding
Setting up a team and employing
developers
WhitePaper v1.0 release
Roadmap v1.0 release

August, 2021Products development start
Financio Token (FIN) creation
on Binance Smart Chain
ICO sale and promotion start ICO sale finish

Token distribution
CoinMarketCap listing
Coingecko listing
Pancakeswap exchange listing
First partnership

Crypto exchange launch
Staking and farming launch
Hotbit exchange listing

Marketing and next partnerships
Crypto lotteries launch
Initial Farm Offerings (IFO) launch
Top 10 CMC Exchange listing

Future products development
Roadmap v2.0 release

September, 2021
 

October, 2021
 

November , 2021
 

December, 2021

January, 2022
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